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The best resume templates and writing tips!
On our website, you can find more than 150 of the best CV templates ready to use. Find high-quality writing tips from us to help you create an effective CV. All you need to do is enter your details and customize it to suit your personality. We offer a range of templates and formats suitable for all professions and industries. Find an effective CV template and customize it based on your experience or skills.
Our CV templates will help you stand out from other candidates and be useful to a potential employer. Find your dream job using an effective CV. Check out our wide selection of unique resume samples today!

Original resumes
  
Classic resumes
  
Modern resumes
  

Download the CV you want!
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The best resume templates and writing tips!
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Download the CV you want!
Original resumes
  
Classic resumes
  
Modern resumes
  

On our website, you can find more than 150 of the best CV templates ready to use. Find high-quality writing tips from us to help you create an effective CV. All you need to do is enter your details and customize it to suit your personality. We offer a range of templates and formats suitable for all professions and industries. Find an effective CV template and customize it based on your experience or skills.
Our CV templates will help you stand out from other candidates and be useful to a potential employer. Find your dream job using an effective CV. Check out our wide selection of unique resume samples today!




Resume Templates (Curriculum Vitae)
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Design resume with wide full header
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Modern resume with streamlined header
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Resume with profile on header
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CV with logo and line dividers
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Full-column resume with colored header
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Full-column resume with photo
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Simple design CV
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Resume with dark large header
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Classic resume with dividing lines
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Stylish column CV with large borders
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Modern column CV without photo
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Chronological resume with cross divider
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[image: Arrow down. ]What do employers look for in resumes?
Employers only spend a few seconds perusing your resume on average, so it's important that it makes a positive and professional first impression. Employers want to see a clear overview of your experience and skills and how they relate to the job you are applying for. They also appreciate a well-structured and well-written resume that shows that you are a careful and attentive person. Our website offers a wide range of professional resume samples and writing tips to help you create an impressive and effective resume.
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[image: Small tablet icon.]Why is a resume so important?
A CV is the most important document when looking for a job. This is your business card, which opens the door to a job interview and gives the employer a first impression of your skills and experience. Therefore, it is important that your CV is well structured and contains all the important details. On our website you can find all CV models (original, classic or modern) that you can download, fill out and personalize.


[image: Right tick on calender.]Tips for creating a CV
Creating a CV can be one of the most difficult and time-consuming tasks when you are looking for a new job or want to advance your career. Here are some helpful tips to help you create a professional and outstanding resume:
	Start with clearly structured and concise content.
	Add only relevant information and emphasize your previous work experience.
	Use relevant keywords that describe your skills and experience.
	Be precise and use spelling.
	Don't forget to add contact details.

Use our CV templates and make CV preparation quick and easy. Choose the appropriate template, download and start editing. Employers appreciate a professionally written resume, so make sure your resume stands out.
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Using our Resume Templates, creating an online resume is easier and faster than ever. It doesn't matter what your profession is or what field you want to work in, the templates you want are just a few clicks away. Original, classic or modern... we have a template to suit every taste. All of our resume templates are unique and can be downloaded in Word and PDF formats to personalize them.

Follow these steps to create an online resume:
	1
Choose the desired resume template.

	2
Adapt it based on your own experience or skills.

	3
Save your resume in a format that suits you.

	4
Find your dream job.






Tips for writing a good CV
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Mastering Your Cashier Position Interview: Essential Questions and Winning Answers
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Mastering the Interview: Key Questions and Answers for Aspiring Aerospace Engineers
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Essential Questions and Answers for Acing Your Registered Nurse (RN) Job Interview
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